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And installation, specified computer relearn procedures should be performed. computer relearn procedures *
please read this first * throttle to idle position once ckp sensor variation learn procedure fuel cut off is obtained
and engine starts to decelerate. once ckpThe idle learn procedure when you're having problems, the first thing
worth trying is the idle lean procedure. the ecm uses non-volatile memory to keep track of the iac position
when the engine and ecm are turned off. each car has a unique iac value that takes into account the condition
of the sensors, air and vacuum passages, etc.Technical support bulletin to: napa distribution centers from:
roland bell there are 6 different relearn procedures listed, and a lot that require no relearn at all. below is the
procedure for cleaning. the following pages include a list by name of which proce- procedure 1 throttle/idle
learnIsuzu/gm tps relearn procedure idle position voltage relearn 1. start the engine. 2. depress the accelerator
pedal slowly 3 times. 3. remove the jumper wire from the data link connector. at this time the “check if the
relearn was successful, the ˜ashing will stop.Computer relearn procedures computer relearn procedures
vehicles equipped with engine or transmission computers may require a relearn procedure after vehicle battery
allow vehicle to idle for one minute in "n" position. select "d" and allow engine to idle for one minute.It
enables to adjust the idle air volume, so as to keep the engine rpm within specification. when to perform idle
air flow volume learn? z after iacv-aac valve, throttle body or ecm replaced microsoft word - how to perform
idle air volume learn_nissanc author: kuangyong13. if idle speed and ignition timing are not within the
specification, idle air volume learning will not be carried out successfully. in this case, please take the car to
your nearest dealer to perform the required diagnostics and idle relearn using consult ii item
specificationSaturn vehicle drivability computer relearn procedure 1) if vehicle battery was disconnected or
powertrain control module (pcm) was replaced, driving the vehicle will enable the pcm to perform a computer
relearn procedure for obtaining proper drivability and engine idle. until pcm has
Function of idle air volume learning it enables the adjustment on the air intake vo lume while idle, so as to
keep the engine rpm within the specifications. when to perform idle air volume learning z after replace
iacv-aac valve, throttle valve body or ecm z while idle speed or ignition timing is out of the specifications
prerequisitesComputer relearn procedures article text 2001 volvo v40 article beginning require a computer
relearn procedure after the vehicle battery is disconnected. vehicle computers memorize and store vehicle
operation * rough or unstable idle. * hesitation or stumble. * rich or lean running. * poor fuel mileage.Relearn
procedureusing scan tool. release throttle to idle position once ckp fuel cut off is activated and engine starts to
decelerate. 5. slowly accelerate the engine to 4000 rpm (or indicated rpm for your vehicle). hold rpm until
engine speed drops back toward idle. release throttle immediately once procedure is learned! once theThis
procedure will allow the engine to idle low enough to perform the (iavl), if the engine is idling higher than 650
rpm or hunting the relearn will not work! once the rpm has stabilized, press continue on the scan tool to
perform the iavl while doing this try to maintain idle speed to 650 rpm or below, prevent theRelearn the
adaptive learning. description: the pcm or tcm contains l ogic to adjust sol enoid duty and line pr essure as
needed to compensate for normal clutch wear over the life of the transaxle. this bulletin provides the
procedures necessary to reset (erase ) and “relearn” the pcm/ tcm adaptive values.Fuel pump, idle speed
controller, oxygen sensor, & transmission if any of the above items are: cleaned, replaced, or serviced, it is
necessary to perform an adaptive memory relearn. if the idle speed controller is serviced, then an idle relearn
is necessary. ford anti-theft relearn procedures the ford passive anti-theft system (which
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